
with local mortality data. By exploiting the commissioners’
variation in spend on private sector providers, we estimate the
association between outsourcing and treatable mortality rates
in the following year. We account for year and individual fixed
effects and control for multiple covariates, including average
household income, Local Authority spending, and population
size.
Results:
Our sample comprised 173 Clinical Commissioning Groups
between 2013 and 2020. In general, outsourcing increased
over this period, but the extent of change varied substan-
tially. Some areas, like East Riding of Yorkshire, saw very
large increases but others saw reductions. We find an annual
increase of one percentage point of outsourcing to the
private sector corresponds with an annual increase in
treatable mortality of 0.34% (95% CI 0�10% to 0�58%) in
the following year.
Conclusions:
The incorporation of private sector providers into England’s
NHS appears to be corresponding with a decline in the quality
of healthcare services.
Key messages:
� The private provision of healthcare services has generally

increased across England’s NHS since 2013.
� Increased outsourcing of services to private sector providers

is associated with increased treatable mortality rates.
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Background:
Faced with an abrupt surge of severe COVID patients in March
and April 2020, intensive care units (ICU) from four French
regions transferred around 660 patients towards six other
regions and four neighbouring countries. The intensity and the
diversity of the vectors used (plane, helicopter, train,
ambulance), during this wave of medical evacuations make it
an unprecedented event. The aim of TRANSCOV is to
examine the impact of long distance transfers on patient’s
health and to understand how actors collaborated to overcome
clinical and logistical challenges.
Methods:
TRANSCOV is made of three disciplinary components: 1)
interviews with clinicians and health authorities staff involved
in the organisation and realisation of the transfers as part of
the qualitative component; 2) a retrospective cohort collecting
clinical parameters and pathway details before during and after
transfer; 3) a collection of data regarding human and logistical
resources mobilised during transfers as part of an economical
evaluation.
Results:
Preliminary results indicate that prior experience in medical
evacuations proved useful to collaborate effectively in the
exceptional circumstances prevailing in spring 2020. Clinicians
had to establish quickly eligibility criteria for transfer. Actors’
opinions may vary on the appropriateness of vectors to
transfer isolated (e.g. via helicopter) or grouped (train)
patients. Early epidemiological data suggest that transferred
patients were younger and experienced comparable, if not
lower, in-hospital mortality compared to other patients. The
economic evaluation is in progress.

Conclusions:
Initial results indicate that effective collaborations led to the
selection of clinically eligible patients and the realisation of safe
distant transfers.
Key messages:
� Healthcare organisations have been able to adapt and create

organizational innovations to respond to COVID-19.
� Multidisciplinary approaches are appropriate to evaluate

such complex innovations.
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Background:
The COVID-19 pandemic has had an impact on the
Portuguese Health Care System. During the first months of
the pandemic, there was a great reduction in the number of
health rendering services. (1) The aim of this study is to
analyse the evolution of Primary Health Care appointments in
mainland Portugal, during the whole year of 2020 and to
compare it to the period of 2015-2019. The type of
appointment and the number of users will also be
characterized.
Methods:
An observational, descriptive-retrospective, longitudinal,
quantitative study was performed. ‘Portal da Transparência’
was used as the source of free access data about the Portuguese
National Health Service.
Results:
The results which are here presented are comparing the year
2020 to the average of 2015-2019. In mainland Portugal, in
2020, there were 7% more Primary Health Care appointments
(PHCA). Although there were less PHCA during the first five
months of 2020, there was a rise in the number of PHCA since
June 2020. In 2020, 59% were distance PHCA, a rise of 113%
compared to the average of 2015-2019. There was a fall of 38%
on presential PHCA in 2020. The number of presential PHCA
was inferior in each month of 2020, in comparison to the
homologous month of the average of 2015-2019. The month
with less presential PHCA was April 2020 (less 72% than the
average of 2015-2019). Regarding domiciliary PHCA, there
was a 36% reduction.In mainland Portugal, the number of
Primary Health Care users with, at least, one face-to-face or
distance PHCA, in 2020 was 6,661,927, 3% less than the
average of 2015-2019.
Conclusions:
The transition from presential PHCA to distance PHCA that
occurred in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic allowed the
follow-up of most of the patients. However, there is a need to
assess if distance PHCA are as effective as presential PHCA and
which are its effects in communities’ health.
(1) Vieira A et al. Excesso de mortalidade, mortalidade
colateral e resposta dos serviços de saúde em Portugal em
tempos de COVID-19
Key messages:
� In 2020, in mainland Portugal, there was an increase on

distance Primary Health Care appointments and a decrease
on presential ones.
� Its impact on population’s health should be assessed.
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